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Some numbers on the theme - RCST Members

Experience the power of unity and

services; Rotary clubs of Surat Tapi has

witness an impressive membership

growth rate. With 51 number team from

47 in number over the past year, our

club's vibrant community continues to

welcome individuals dedicated to make

a positive impact on society.

Our Rotary community thrives on the richness of

experiences that members bring, spanning various

age groups. With an average age between 30to 60

years, we foster an environment where wisdom meets

youthful energy. This amalgamation of generations

fuels dynamic conversations, innovative ideas, and

impactful initiatives, making our clubs vibrant.

"India accounts for 115,000  

Rotary members which

constitute the second largest

segment of Rotarians after the

US, which has 30% of total

members. Indian members are

the fastest growing lot in the

world

In essence, given the current count of 10

female members, RCST has a prime opening

to bolster female participation and foster

women's leadership roles. It's crucial to

proactively pursue year-on-year expansion,

involving a diverse range of members across

various age groups to enhance the overall

membership dynamics.
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 🎖 � Lets dive in to know RCST Stats. 🎖 �

 � Age Cluster �

Gender Cluster



Add Friends to Life' fellowship meet - 17Th August

As they say number of friends add years to your life n we at our club try to win their
friendship. The visitors were welcomed by handing over the Rotary's Four- Way Test
templates which gives the very gist of what Rotary stands for.  

Thank you... Rtn Gaurav Rathod for bringing in many visitors to the meet .

02 Our Projects on the Theme - New Membership and
Club Development

Visitors were pleased to hear a
first hand info of the life
changing experiences of some
of the Rotarians of the club. Rtn
Paresh Parekh, R.P Gargi Patel,
Rtn Rupal Damani , R.P Sanjeeda
Motiwala, Rtn Chandresh patel ,
Rtn Veena Ganju,  shared it with
all. Added to it were on spot
performances

RCST feels delighted to have a first-time visitors to our 'Add Friends to
Life' fellowship meet...!  What a day it was!!!

LP Savani International School- Interact club

RCST congratulates LP Savani International
Schools to be appointed as New Interact
Club. We are sure that your new Interact club
will enhance & promote understanding and
goodwill, fostering leadership abilities, and
encouraging young people to contribute to
their communities. Interact offers an
environment where students can learn
about service, ethics, and community
engagement, aligning with Rotary
International's commitment to "Service
Above Self."



On 02/08/2023, RCST distributed breakfast to Anganwadi number 20,   21 and 22. Total 3
Anganwadis children at Ramnagar Navsari. Many many thanks to breakfast donor Shri
Jayeshbhai Gandhi 

Anganwadi Snack Distribution Project

On 11/08/2023, breakfast was
given to the children of
Anganwadi No. 2 /6 and
Halpativas Anganvadi No. 3. Total
3 Anganwadis. 
Breakfast donor Jayeshbhai
Gandhi
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On 10/08/2023, RCST distributed Sev Khaman
Snack Fruity and Cadbury Chocolate Bhulkas to
the children of Anganwadi No. 5,  on the
occasion of the birthday of Richa Miteshkumar
Gandhi, daughter of today's Sponserer.
Twikanalben Gandhi. 

Our Permanent Projects

On 19/08/2023, breakfast was given to children of Mithila
Nagari Anganwadi No. 5 and Sandhkuva Anganvadi No. 24 at
Navsari by Rotary Club of Surat Tapi, breakfast was
distributed in total 2 Anganwadis. 
Breakfast Sponser Jayeshbhai Gandhi

On 28/08/2023,
Anganwadi
number 1 in
Kanakpur by RCST.
Breakfast
distributed to 3
Anganwadi
children. 
Breakfast sponser
Shri Sushat Sahu

On
26/08/2023,
RCST gave
breakfast to
the children of
Kachli Faliya
Anganwadi No.
3 and Lake
Phaliyan 4 and
5 



Thank you R.P
Samimbanu & Rtn

Razzaqbhai 
22nd Aug ‘23 

Beneficiaries : 30

🥗 RCST is on a mission to eliminate malnutrition among children,

guiding them from the red (R) and yellow (Y) zones towards brighter,

healthier futures! 🌈
🥣 With a heartfelt commitment, our club

provides nutritious food to these little ones at

regular intervals, ensuring they get the vital

nourishment they need to thrive and grow. 💪

We diligently monitor their nutrition progress,

making sure they receive the right care and

attention to flourish. 📈 

Project cost per week: 1500/-

Soyamilk (3lit) & Fruits

Thank you RCST for
Sponsering 14th Aug '23

Beneficiaries : 80

Thank you R.P
Naseem & Rtn Rabiz Ji  

8th Aug '23
Beneficiaries : 34

🌟 Bringing Smiles, Beating Malnutrition! 🌟

PROJECT NOURISH

WEEK 34

Week   30, 31, 32, 33, 34

03.1
Our Permanent Projects Contd... 

Thank you Rtn Veena Ganju  
29th Aug '23

Beneficiaries : 68

“The test of our progress is not whether we add more to the

abundance of those who have much it is whether we provide enough

for those who have little.” – Franklin D. Roosevelt

Thank you RCST 
1st Aug '23

Beneficiaries : 30

WEEK 30
WEEK 31

WEEK 32 WEEK 33

https://www.facebook.com/groups/501193261328611/user/522764625/?__cft__[0]=AZXgEYB4vcTBtOyoCRAsLrMAXKBCL0H4SuIAnAM7ZXXgh9toGAFl6OA_86-Usq3SABH6399m5O8enQRry5DpjZylbavUtklPAMbNJr9XWLjMidS3x2iI48Dii4FbTOZRZl9TYoyFYgPqXEEKJK6OIP_d9A5lCRoPPqfJHpdkPQnohpjpOpfw84MppLd97DC4Jjo&__tn__=-]K-R


Enhancing Rural Healthcare: X-Ray Machine in Operation

As part of a rural medical infrastructure
improvement initiative, X-Ray Machine
which is in operation was handed over to
PHC Pindval, Dharmpur, facilitated by Smt.
Mallikaben M Patel by  Dr. Prashant Jani
through RI Global Grant, with cooperation
from Gopal Charitable Trust for their
generous contribution in memory of Late
Sh. Mohanbhai Patel. and Lokmangalam
Charitable Trust KHOBA. 

This X-Ray Machine will enhance medical
services at PHC, sparing patients the need
to travel to Dharmpur for X-Rays.

Rotary Surat Tapi: Elevating Healthcare at Kakaba
Hospital, Hansot

Celebrating a significant feat where Digital
X-ray Machine is in operation now and
was donated by : Rotary Club of Surat Tapi
successfully to Kakaba Hospital, Hansot.
Inaugurated by PDG Rtn. Prashant Jani and
Mrs. Hita Jani, this achievement wouldn't
be possible without the invaluable support
of Rtn. Rupal Damani, Ruskin Damani, Rtn.
Chandresh Patel, and Mrs. Shilpa Patel.
Kudos to DGN Rtn. Tushar Shah and IPP
Nehal Shah for their continual guidance. 

As we celebrate this achievement, let us
march forward, united in our mission of
making a positive impact and fostering
fellowship within our community.

03.2
Our Permanent Projects Contd..!



Did you know that in India, exclusive
breastfeeding for the first six months
is crucial for the proper growth and
development of infants? 

According to Indian health statistics,
it significantly reduces the risk of
malnutrition and various childhood
illnesses, ensuring a strong
foundation for a healthier future.

 💙 World Breastfeeding Week 💙

Naari Vandan Utsav

August 1st, 2023

" On 1st Aug ‘23 -The seminar
conducted on Importance of Breast
Feeding by Rtn. Dr. Dhaval Patel has
been truly enlightening, educating 50
pregnant and lactating women about
the invaluable importance of
breastfeeding for their little ones' health
and well-being..  

Tour of our Initiatives & accomplished projects 04

World Breastfeeding Week

See our live news coverage on the
story

& Seminar on

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S6eTrWNX5ts


Eye Camp's
On August 6, Eye Camp was organised at
AtoZ Multispeciality Hospital Sachin,
Swami Vivekananda Netram Mandir
Surat, hosted by RCST and Awakar
Opticals Sachin conducted free eye
checkups, examining around 110
patients, including 38 with cataracts.
Patients will receive free cataract
surgery by Awakar Opticals Sachin.
Spectacles were given to 43 individuals
at 50 Rs from Najiwadar.

🌟 Seminar on Organ Donation 

🌟"Rotary Club of Surat Tapi's Successful 3rd Consecutive Eye Camp" 

On August 13, In collaboration with
Vivekanand Naitra Mandir Surat,
RCST organized the 3rd consecutive
Eye Camp at Ponsara Primary
School. 
With Sarpanch Shri Nikunjbhai
inaugurating, President Shri Rabiz
Gauriyawala leading, Active
participation - 80 individuals.  24
were identified for cataract
operations and 35 received reading
glasses. The smiles of improved
vision were heartening. 

04.1 Tour of our Initiatives & accomplished projects Contd... 

On 14th August; We at Rotary Club of SuratTapi
in collaboration with Chakshu Dan Bank n
Navnirman Commerce college held an Eye
camp for students of DRB college n a seminar
for the understanding and importance of
organ donations especially the eyes to the
students.

Watch here on our FB page

Grateful to Dr  Praful Shiroya for his talk
on the topic & principal Dr Meghna Desai 

Project: Medical  Camp's

https://www.facebook.com/100001640296093/videos/1056859685688657/


Eye Camp's

On 27th Aug’ 23; RCST joined hands with
Rotary Club of Surat Hajira Bay, Rotary
Community Corp. Rajgari and Swami
Vivekanand Naitra Mandir a Super
Speciality Eye Hospital to have a free Eye
Diagonostic Camp at Jalaram Mandir,
village Rajgari. Total Check Up - 150
patient

In which 23 patient has to be send for
further Eye Check Up and Cataract
Operation.

Medical Check up - Camp 

💙" Heart Disease Diagnostic Camp" 💙

On 27th Aug’ 23: RCST feels overwhelmed
to have attended Heart Disease Diagnostic
Camp in collaboration with Nirali Multi
Super Speciality Hospital at M. D School.

We are grateful to Dr. Narendra Tanwarn
his team for attending to a swarm of
people, checked for their height, weight,
Blood Pressure, Diabetes n free
consultation . ECG too were done 
Total: 250+ patients were examine.

04.2 Tour of our Initiatives & accomplished projects Contd... 

On 25th Aug’ 23: Gopal Charitable
Trust Surat, RCST and Lokmangalam
Charitable Trust Khoba free camps
are organized every Friday for
medical checkup of primary school
students and surrounding villages. In
which today rising pravt. School and
horse pvt. School medical camp was
organized.

Total  medical checkup of 115
students and village people, in
which 54 patients were referred for
further treatment.

Project: Medical  Camp's



On August 3rd, Lok Mangalam Charitable Trust Khoba, Gopal Charitable Trust Surat,

Rotary Club of Surat-Tapi and Forest Department Pangarbari, on the joint initiative of

rain god at Piprol village of Dharampur taluka, 1,950 trees have been planted from 5

June 2023 till now, and the planting work of these trees will continue till November.

Focus of Area - Economic, community & Environment Development

 Medical CampOn 4th August; General medical camp was organized

today under the initiative of Gopal Charitable Trust

Surat, Rotary Club of Surat Tapi and Lokmangalam

Charitable Trust Khoba, in which Bhanwal Lower

Faliya Pvt. School, cast bari pvt. School and village

center pvt. 

Tour of our Initiatives & accomplished projects Contd... 04.3

Empowering Rural Farmers: Plantation Project

. Medical checkup of 187 children was done in the

school.



🌍15th August: On the 77th Independence Day, RCST
joined Ponsara Primary School's celebrations.
Reflecting "Har Ghar Tiranga n Mera Desh...Meri Mati,"
our flag hoisting with Trustees of the school, their
Principal, teaching n non-teaching staff n most
importantly the students n their parents, to
commemorate the freedom and the progress of our
country. 

🌟 "Enriching Independence Day Celebration with RCST at Ponsara Primary School" 🌟

🌟 * Empowering Young Minds ** 🎓✨

On 15th August RCST partnered with Emotional
Freedom Coach, Dr. Meghavi Shah, for an
enlightening session at KGVS School. The event
focused on equipping 180 girls with Emotional
Freedom Techniques (EFT) and Ho'oponopono
prayer, fostering emotional balance and resilience.
This collaborative effort aims to nurture confident,
empathetic leaders. Special thanks to Dr. Shah and
KGVS School for promoting emotional well-being in
our community's youth. 🏆📚

04.4 Tour of our Initiatives & accomplished projects Contd... 

  Student performances, and President's address marked the event. Our games brought joy, winners
were awarded, and breakfast served. A heartwarming project celebrating freedom, unity, and
progress. Long live India, let's enrich our nation's values. Jai Hind!  🌍



On 11th August RCST extends heartfelt gratitude to the

sponsors of our successful drama 'Be Adhi Khichdi Kadi,'

held at Sanjeev Kumar Auditorium, Pal. This project aligns

with Rotary's goal of raising funds for Rotary as it is utilized

for the social service. Also to provide full entertainment to

the audience. It was a joy watching everyone in the hall

laughing out loud n clapping for the actors. When we have

paid for something that has filled us with joy ..we don't

really mind spending for that. The money collected from

this will surely help the needy more, as it is received by

providing sheer joy to all as was evident in the hall.

Thx u Sponsers

Tour of our Initiatives & accomplished projects Contd... 04.5

🌟 "Grateful to Sponsors: RCST's Successful Fundraising Drama 'Be Adhi Khichdi Kadi' 🌟

Sara Jewellers 
Shalya Pachchigar 

Agam Builders, 
XYXX &

Krish Constructions

On 13th August RMB Conclave

was organized in Surat. It was

conducted online which came

opportunity for more than 140

entrepreneur to be part of it

and take benefit of

networking.



90 girls

MANAGING MENSTRUATION WITH DIGNITY 

Total beneficiaries were

girls from std 6,7,8.

 Women and Child
Development Department,

Gujarat Government and Social
Security Department, Valsad
organized by Lok Mangalam
Charitable Trust Khoba and

Shri Vanraj Arts and Commerce
College Dharampur today in

Dharampur bus depot and
college campus, students save

daughter educate daughter
theme It had come.

On 22nd August ; Members of RCST

reached out to Sachin Public School and

Ponsara School with  Mrs.Sweta Jaju &

created awareness on use of  sanitary

pads & menstruation which were

distributed to them for the use upto 3

months.

Tour of our Initiatives & accomplished projects Contd... 04.6

ADDRESSING MAL NOURISHMENT
 RCST Project : On 17th August ‘23 -Addressing Mal
Nourishment in kids of village Khoba , Dang
Thank you R.P Hiral & Rtn Dipak Bhatt for sponsoring
breakfast .
Beneficiaries : 180
Cost of Project: 1500/

Save Daughter Educate Daughter Theme 



Achievements and Recognition
04.7

🌟Honoring the service 

On August 6, RCST recognized
contributors and organizations for
their support in various endeavors,
including providing breakfast at
medical camps and Anganwadi in
villages. Certificates were
awarded.

On August 14th, On the eve of
Independence Day, Mr. Nilambhai Patel,
founder of Lokmangalam Charitable
Trust Khoba was honoured with the
award by hon'ble Chief Minister of
Gujarat Shri Bhupendrabhai Patel for
his outstanding work for the last 16
years in Dharampur taluka of Valsad
district, including education, health,
environment promotion, employment
skills, water conservation, mahiti
kendra, etc. at a felicitation ceremony
held at Vapi PTC College premises.



www.reallygreatsite.com@reallygreatsite

Press Coverage...!04.8



On 25th August 2023: Rotary n fellowship is a never ending process.

We had a great meet, enjoying the songs sung by our very talented rotarians.

Lot of singing n rejoicing was done by each one of us. To bring in some excitement

musical chair was played with varsha geet playing in the background.

We wished two of our Rotatracts Sachi Damani n Samarth Shah a happy journey for their

Masters in Boston.

It was a very happy Meet.

Fun fellow ship

Fellowship meets05

https://www.instagram.com/reel/CugYOMcAIVg/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link


SHIVANI SHAH

ROHAN BADRI

MANISH KUMAR

Name: Danyal Badri                  Age: 1

Name: Rohan Badri 

Education: MBA in Information Technology from Johnson

and Wales University ;Providence Rhode Island USA

Propritor: Comp India and Badri Ice Cream

Wife: Arwa Badri. Education: Interior Designer 

University: Veer Narmad South Gujarat University 

Occupation: Freelance Interior Designer 

Children:2 

Name: Mohammed Badri         Age: 3 years 

School: Unnati 

I am a Human Resource Professional, working with the family

business - I.S. Engineers. I have been a part of Rotaract since

2015 and Rotary since 2020. 

I have served as the District Rotaract Representative for RY

2022-23 in Rotaract.

I look forward to becoming an integral part of the Rotary Club

of Surat Tapi and being the change we wish to see in the

world.

Let's Meet our New Member’s06

Enthusiastic and passionate about continuous learning &

enjoys traveling. Analytical and logical problem-solving

skills, designing simple and effective business Processes

is what falls as his forte.

With rich experience of 13+ Years with notable big

companies as Production Manager with handful of domain

expertise in Purchase, IR & Production.

Driven to be a Manager, have worked closely at ground

level; as believes in greasing its own hand to get to the

root is what makes him different and handle the shop-

floor Management.



DR NAMRATA THAKOR 

SAPNA MAKWANA

DR. DISHANT GANDHI

I am past president of Rotaract club of

navanagar(jamnagar)

I married Mr. Janak makwana president of Rotaract club

of savarkundla

I am study m.com with banking finance. I am a chairman

of express trade finance. I have a 12yrs son. Nehan

makwana. He study at white Lotus international school

surat. In grade 6

My Name is DR NAMRATA THAKOR.

Am BHMS with Cosmetologist.

Currently working as Medical Officer in RBSK in NHM

Program since 6 year. 

Also I have  my own clinic at Shree Rang Clinic at Sayan. 

Let's Meet our New Member’s06.1



R.P’S CREATIVITY @ ITS BEST

If you are happy in life right now, it’s not

because everything about your life is

necessarily going right, but because a

relationship that really matters to you the

most is going great. If you are unhappy in

life right now, it’s not because everything

about your life is going wrong, but

because a relationship that really matters

to you the most is not going great.

Relationships are like seeds. They have to

be nurtured and developed. Expectations

are like weeds. They grow on their own

accord. When enough investment goes

into building a relationship, the

expectations in that relationship can be

managed. When it is left neglected, then

the expectations in that relationship

shake the very roots of the relationship.

Our problem is growing expectations in

stagnant relationship.

Let us use the metaphor of a saving bank

account. Deposits build the reserves in an

account from which we can withdraw but

we can withdraw only to the extent we

have built the reserves. Similarly,

withdrawals in a relationship are possibly

only to the extent we have made deposits

in that relationship. In a relationship

where there is a substantial emotional

reserve, mistakes will be tolerated and

forgiven, the meaning will be understood

even when communication is inadequate,

and your intentions will be appreciated

even if you fall short in your actions. In

all, the relationship will be good because

you are considered good. And because of

the deposits you have made; build to the

emotional reserves in that relationship.

Relationship:-
However, there are some relationships which are

taken for granted; the permanence of the relationship

is assumed, and nothing is done

to nurture the relationship. Expectations continue to

rise, but the investments needed to build the

relationship are not made with the

same continuity. The emotional reserves are

overdrawn. In such a scenario, you will be held an

offender for every word you speak; every move of

yours will be judged; verbal battles and slammed

doors will become regular occurrences; neither will

your actions be appreciated, nor will your intentions

be respected. Such a relationship is like walking on

minefield- it blows up any time and many times.

The solution is simpler than the simple. Deposits,

more deposits and many more deposits. No active

relationship can be free from withdrawal, but we can

always make enough deposits. That on which you

invest time grows. Relationships have to be nurtured

with the investment of quality time. Take time to

listen and to understand. As often as possible,

communicate to be understood. Make your love

visible by being expressive and demonstrative. Seek

to give, but also be graceful in receiving. Receiving is

one way of showing your respect for the giver, and it

is a huge deposit. Deposit by deposit, build a great

relationship and thus earn your happiness in life.

Mythology shows that even gods had problems in

relationships. Here is as opportunity to be one up on

god. For our children, we are the only Quran they will

read in their lifetime; the only Vedas they will see; the

only Bible they will experience; the only Dharma they

will follow. Your life and my life will either serve as a

Warning or as an Example. I know it is an awesome

responsibility, but how else can you explain why you

come into this planet before them?

by R.P Hiral Bhatt
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Its so fun to write your heart out

R.ANNET'S IMAGINATION

Experiencing�various�different�kinds�of�cultures

and� lifestyles� is� an� integral� part� of� building

up� of� any� individual’s� character,� personality

as�well�as�portfolio.�It�is�something�so�unique,

which�provides�any�individual�an�upper�edge�from

the�rest�of�the�world.�Inculcating�a�variety�of

cultures,� disciplines� and� traditions� serves� the

purpose� of� strengthening� the� base� of� one’s

character.� For� a� student,� it� is� a� primary

objective� to� build� a� brilliant� portfolio� which

would� serve� him/her� in� the� upcoming� future.

There�exist,�an�ample�of�ways�to�do�so.�But�the

most� prominent� ones� include� the� excelling� in

academics,� having� an� outstanding� co-curricular

profile� and� having� decent� sports� skills.� The

brightest� of� the� students� usually� have� these,

but� what� adds� the� cherry� at� the� top� is� the

experience�of�a�student�exchange�program�and�it

is�what�sets�them�apart.

Since�I�have�mentioned�the�crucial�role�of�this

program� in� one’s� life,� let� me� elaborate� it� in

the� simplest� way� possible.� Student� Exchange

Programs� are� basically� aimed� to� provide

students,�the�opportunity�to�visit�the�overseas

and�indulge�in�their�culture,�working�behaviour

and� academic� system.� In� this� program,� one

student�of�a�particular�nation�is�‘exchanged’

with� another� student� of� a� different� nation.� It

is� the� responsibility� and� duty� of� both� the

families,�involved�in�this,�to�take�utmost�care

of�their�new�family�member�and�treat�him/her�as

their� very� own� child.� All� the� expenses,� apart

from� the� travelling� expenses� and� program� fees,

are� borne� by� the� families.� The� student� is

enrolled� in� the� finest� school� or� university� of

that�particular�nation�and�is�allowed�to�receive

excellent�education�and�opportunities.�

Student Exchange Programs

Student�exchange�programs�open�a�new�horizon

of� socializing� for� the� students� who� are

involved�in�this.�The�challenge�of�learning

a� completely� new� language� and� culture� is

difficult�and�what�hardens�this�even�more�is

the� challenge� of� making� new� friends,

acquaintances�and�contacts.�The�students�who

embrace� this� challenge� with� open� arms� not

only�develope�their�socializing�skills,�but

also� enhance� their� persuading� ability,

convincing� ability� and� professionalism.

Moreover,� it� allows� them� to� experience

various� new� behaviours,� personality� types

and� facilitates� their� ability� to� handle

critical� and� important� conversations� and

business�deals.

Rotary� Club� is� a� very� popular� and� generous

organisation�which�provides�the�students,�a

life-turning� opportunity� through� the� event

of� Student� Exchange.� They� manage� to� get

various� inspired� and� interested� families

together�for�this�program�and�motivates�the

other�families�to�do�the�same.�They�have�a

vast� network� because� of� which,� this� event

usually� occurs� at� a� large� scale,� and� has

proven� to� be� a� massive� success� throughout

the�years,�if�we�look�back�at�history.�Such

an�initiative�is�highly�appreciated�and,�in

my� opinion,� is� the� noblest� of� deeds� a

charitable�organisation�can�do�as�it�serves

as� medium� of� transformation� for� the

student’s�personnel�and�future.�

Exploring R.P and  R. Annet's Creativity

by R.Annet Arav Tiwari

07.1

A Great Initiative Enhancing Any
Student’s Life



CELEBRATION TIME

Congrtulations�to�Smarth

Shah�and�Sachi�Damani�

ANNOUNCEMENTS
ACHIEVEMENTS

1st�August�:�R.P�Pratibha�Sachin�Amode

2nd�August�:�Rtn�Nimish�Shah

17th�August:�Rtn�Sanjay�Pachchigar

24th�August:�Rtn�Rabiz�Goryawala

25th�August:�R.P�Hiral�Viral�Gondalia

BIRTHDAY�CELEBRATIONS

ANNIVERSARY�CELEBRATION

5th�August:�R.P�Neeta�&

�����������Rtn�Arun�Davawala

15th�August:��R.P�Meena�&�

������������Rtn�Pankaj�Trivedi

17th�August:�R.P�Gargi�&�

�����������Rtn�Gautam�Patel

Bon�Voyage�&�Best�Wishes

for�Bright�Future�💐💐

��
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STAY TUNED FOR MORE
FACTS

FUN
FACT

DID YOU KNOW??

That the first service project of
the first Rotary Club, Chicago
was the installation of Public

Toilets in Chicago in 1907. 

Interesting Facts
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THANK YOU


